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THE DUNE CYCLE: FRANK HERBERT'S MASTERPIECE -
When Dune (1965) ~'las published, it went on to win the coveted 

Nebula and Hugo Awards, and during 1975 a poll was taken by Locus 

readers who voted it the greatest science fiction novel ever written. 

It is a highly complex work, and like the other novels in the series, 

it reveals the themes found. in Herbert's lifelong writing career. The 
/ 

motif' of predestination is found in every Dune novel. 

Dune can be divided into three parts: The arrival of the Atreides -
on the planet Arrakis to assume control; the intrigue and conflict 

surrounding Paul Atreides and his initiation into manhood; and, Paul Atreides 

becoming emperor of Arrakis. The novel is visually stunning in its 

applications and characterizations, and it is a philosophical work. 
" 

To be:gin, there are key elemen,s that are found throughout the 

cycle. For reference, ~ contains three sections: Book I which is 

titled DUNE, Book II which is titled MDAD'DIB, dnd Book III which is 

titled THE PROPHET. At the conplusion of the novel, there is found the 

followin~: "Appendix I: The Ecology of Dune; II IIAppendix II: The Religion 

of Dunej" "Appendix III: Report on Bene Gesserit - l10tives and Purposes;" 

"Appendix IV: The Almanaken-Ashraf (Selected Excerpts of the Noble Housesh" 

"Terminology of the Imperium;" and "Map." These appendix items along 

with the terminology and map serve to aid the reader for quick reference. 

In addition to the major theme of predestination, two other themes 

achieve equal dominance: Code of honor and individuality. Woven into 

the fabric of the cycle is Frank Herbert's ecological concerns and views. 

The genius of Herbert is visibly seen in the manner through which 

he successfully borrows from great teachings, religiOns, and philosophy 

to arrive at a. sociological perspective for the planet's inhabitants. These 

beliefs are reflect:din what Herbert terms the Orange Catholic Bibl~, Orange 
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Catholic Liturgical Manual, Bible, 11m, Azhar Book, and Fiqh. Reference 

is made to Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, and Vedism. 

Dune's religious and philosophical approach has definite Eastern attributes 

in that it is visualized as seeking a universal common consciousness and 

uni versal cormnon good. This approach is receptive to Taoism directives 

concerning the ethical standard, or truth, which hmnans should follow to 

achieve harmo11i1, balance, and peace in both society and nature. A knowledge 
/ 

of the Koran, and Eastern religions is beneficial prior t,o starting the 

~ cycle, and Aldous Huxley's The Perennial Philosophy will prove a 

valuable research tool in comprehending the intent of Herbert's vision. 

Also, as Herbert points out, another major force that adds to the 

complexity of religion and philosophy is 'What he identifies as SPACE TRAVEL. 
'-' 

Herbert terms this the ttfifth force" that shaped religious belief; he 

examins hmnankind's travels through\deep spac~ to colonize and explore, 

and how these attempts gave true meaning to all previously held religious 
/ 

doctrines which in turn required new symbols and interpretations. 

Given the significance o~erbert's religious-philosophical approach 

in the nune cycle , it should come as no surprise that these novels are 

popular in Eastern countries as well as in Western countries. The Dune 

cycle represents a unique blend of Eastern ~sticism and religiOUS 

practices with Western pragmati~m and its deep ,undercurrent of Judaic

Christian heritage. This blend is reflected in the predestined roles 

of the characters in the novels, and in ~ personal decisions relating 

to their code of honor and individuality. This applies equally to both 

male and female characters whether they are children or adults. A. child 

is affected by his or her peers and reference groups, and accordingly, 

there is a high degree of self-fulfilling prophecy involved as that child 

develops and struggles towards adulthood. 
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Despite the technological knowledge found on Dune, the planet maintains 

politics of a feudal structure; the planet is in a stage of power conflict 

over who will control the desert world. All novels in the Dune cycle 

reflect the theme of intergalactic politics, and throughout the plots of 

these novels conflict over power is prevalent, whether on a global scale 

or on an individual scale. Social conflict, in whatever form it manifests 

itself, does possess positive value and can be beneficial in the patterns 
/ 

governing cultural development. For an indepth understanding of the 

positive aspects and values of conflict, and a further key to understanding 

how Frank Herbert handles this complex theme, Lewis A Coser's The Functions 

of Social Conflict (1956) is an excellent starting point for further 

studies in conflict theory analysis. The Coser v.l0rk is a sociological 
~ 

masterpiece in the study" of conflict theory, and it has had a tremendous 

influence on people in the social sciences, humanities, and arts since 

its publication. Coser, an American sociologist, has made numerous 
j 

important contributions to social theory, and is ranked as one of the 

major sociologists of the twentieth century. 

To ,further the understanding of power conflict in the Dune cycle, 

it is necessary to study the two dominant groups around which all action 

and influence stem from: The Bene Gesserits, and the Fremen. Each 

group has a direct cultural impact on Dune. 

The Bene Gesserits originated in an ancient earthling group with a 

matriarchal-based leadership. They seek to breed and rear good citizens 

with an overview to the creation of a living god, or savior, who will 

bring into existence a consciousness that is both male and female which 

will reflect past, present, and future. They seek to ensure a socially-

e:ngineeredmixing, or genetic mixing, of bloodlines throughout the 

entire system of what Herbert identifies as human space. By matching 
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these bloodlines, they hope to create Kwisatz Haderach -- a male Bene 

Gesseri t -- who will possess the abilities and powers of being able to 

see into those particular areas of the mind not open to women of the 

Bene Gesserit. Continuity and cultural transmission are major goals. 

In examining the Fremen, the Zensunni Wanderers ~st first be 

examined for their direct influence on the Fremen. The Zensunni Wanderers, 

another group originating fram an ancient earthling group, were followers 
/ 

of Maometh the Third Muhammed. The Zensunni Wanderers we,re devoted to 

religion, following a Il\Y'stical approach to life taken from Zen and sunnah. 

They held to the view of self-reliance and self-government, believing 

themselves exempt from secular government. 

On Dune, the Fremen are descendants of the Zensunni Wanderers. During 
'-' 

the past, the Fremen broke away from this groupo The Fremen successfully 

designed their religi aus approa.ch ~o living a meaningful existence in 

accordance with the w~ of the fathers and preservation of the sietch, 
j 

which Herbert identifies as the center of Frem~n society. Each sietch is 

protected and nourished by t~,Fremen who control it, and they consider 

any sietch outside of their own as of less importance; the name of each 

perspecti va sietch has more importance as a clan and social identi.fication 

factor than the title of Fremen. 

Survival of individual sietch locations is essential to the 

continuity of the social group, and als.o to the individuality of the 

person belonging to that group. The Fremen are a proud people, take a 

pragmatic approach to existence, are self-sufficient, and are self-reliant. 

Education of the Fremen is designed for a total life training situation, 

and it is required Qf all Fremen that each member understand conservation 

of water techniques and adaptation on the open sands of Dune. l~morization 

of these techniques and skills comes through the ancient Riddle Game, 
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whereby each child is forced to reason and comprehend their significance, 

and thus ensure continuity of the Fremen way of existence. 

Another remarkable achievement of the Dune cycle, and one which 

should never be overlooked, is Frank Herbert's creation of the histories 

of the two groups, especially his carefully detailed construction of 

language and writing for each. The Bene Gesserit language stems from 

terran heritage of western, southern, and northern derivatives, and 
/ 

at one point incorporated such items as the old terran ideas of reincarnatj 

and demonic possession; coupled with these ideas was a belief in universal 

consciousness through transferred memory. To the reader who has studied 

Herbert's work in toto, there is a definite and subtle belief from the 

Herbert point of view that reincarnatio~ is valid. A belief in the 

immortality of the soul and. reincarnati.on is at the heart of Frank 

Herbert1s writings, manifesting it$elf in various forms. As to the 

Fremen, known as the free tribes of Arralds and the dwellers in the 

/ 
desert of Arrakis,it is very clear that their heritage of language and 

wri ting comes from the Arabicrsuch words as Fedaykin (" Fremen death 

commandos lt ), Jihad ("religious crusadett ), Ha.jj (ltholy journeyll), ~ 

(It a member of the brotherhood of prophets"), Shai tan ("Satan"), 11! 

("religious tradition"), Shad.-Hulud (ltsandworm of Arrakis or the Old 

Man of the Desert"), among other terms, is but a minute sampling of 

this unique blending. Herbert has taken current earth languages and 

projected their development across the numerous centuries of space 

travel and colonization. 

Herbert's ecological concerns are reflected in the planet of Dune, 

which is also called Arrakis. This planet is within the Canopus system; 

which is part of the spiral galaxy identified as the Starspen galaxy. 

Within this planetary system are Seban, Krellan, Arvon, Extaris, Ven, 

and Revona. An-akis is the only planet in the Canopus planetary 'system 
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that possesses organic life forms, and as the reader travels the ~ 

a,ycle¥ it is evident why:. In the creation of Arrakis, Herbert is able 

to produce a life environment where humaIl3 and nature must coexist in 

balance, harmo~, and peace to survive. Although the poles on Arrakis 

have sub-freezing temperatures, the climate of the planet itself is 

dry and hot, and desert-like; Arralds is a desert planet. As the Dune 

cycle progresses, Arrakis ceases to remain a desert world. In its 
/ 

desert stage, the life form that thrives on Arrakis, is the Giant Sandworrn 

which Herbert identifies as Shai-Hulud; at adulthood, this creature can 

reach lengths of between one-hundred and four-hundred meters, with the 

male being longer and larger. The sandworrn feeds off of inorganic compounds 

found on the planet's surface and utili~es the ·sand as a protective 

device to live in. Other items in the Dune a,ycle which will capture 

the reader l s ima~ination are: HarqAl-Harba, dramatist of the Atreidean 

eraj the Legend of Ampolirosj the House of Atreides and its clan; the 
j 

Bene Gesserit Chapterhouse; Caladan; Holy Sister Quintinius Violet Chenoeh; 

Piter de Vries; Ecaz; Face Dancersj Fish Speakers; Gamont; D-Wolvesj Vladimir 

Ha:rkonn~n; Idaho Duncanj the Imperium; Jamis; Pardot Kynes; Melange (a spice 

that affects time and space awareness in humans); the Mentats (an order 

of individuals devoted to logic and avoidance of emotionalism); the Combine 

Honnete Ober Advancer Mercantiles (an economic organization also known 

as CHOAM); the Spacing Guild; Panoplia Propheticus; the Sardaukar; Butlerian 

Jihad; CeremO,Qy of the Seed; the Tleilaxuj the Holtzman Effect; and,Taiazor 

Licallo. As the reader becomes involved in the complexity of the Dune 

a,ycle, the previously mentioned Herbert creations come alive and make a 

permanent impression of the reader's mind. 

~ (1965) should be read first, if possible, for this novel sets 

the stage for all further development of intrigue and conflict. Essentially, 

it is the story of Paul Atreides also known as Paul Muad'Dib Atreides, 
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Muad1Dib, or simp~ as Muad 1Dib, which in the Fremen language means 

Messiah. He is also the Kvdsatz Haderach, a Bene Gesserit term for a 

savior who will possess the abilities and powers of being able to see 

into those particular areas of the mind not open to women of the Bene 

Gesserit a savior who could comprehend the past, present, and 'future, 

and rule an empire. The Atreides farni~ arrive on Arrakis to take over 

its governance from the Harkonnensj they are to supervise the melange 
/ 

gathering. There is a trap involved because both the Emperor and the , 

Harkonnens seek to destrqy Duke Leto Atreidesj intrigue and conflict for 

power become appareat and set the scenes for what is to come; Leto dies, 

but Paul and his mother, the Lady Jessica are able to escape with the 

aid of a traitor named Yueh. With the help of the Fremen, Paul and his pregnant 

mother, , Jessica escape into the desert where they are taken prisoner 
" 

by a less friendly group of Fremen; \Paul is forced to fight one of the 

members, Jamis, in formal combat and kills him. Passing through many 

tests, Paul assumes leadership and leads the rr~men in raids against the ~ 

Harkonnen who nOw control the-R~anet. The Fremen raids bring Paul into 

conflict. with the Harkonnen and Imperial forces in a final confrontation. 

Numerically outnumbered, Paul does defeat the enemy forces with the aid of 

a storm, f~ atomics, self-reliance, the lqralty of the Fremen who 

support him, and utilizing the sanclworms. Paul engages in a formal 

combat with Feyd-Rautha Harkonnen, kills him, then deposes the Emperor; he 

takes the Emperor's daughter aslls_wife. This concludes the novel as 

to essential plot. Throughout Paul is seen as a teenager becoming an 

adult, and a reluctant messiah; his role is predestined and the first 

hint of his predestined role is found in the test with the green metal 

cube by the Reverend Mother Gaius Helen Mohiam at the start of the novel. 

A reference needs to be made concerning the relationship of Paul 
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Atreides and Feyd-Rautha Harkonnen. Both are cousins, through marriage 

of Duke Leto Atreides I and his concubine, Lady Jessica Harkonnen, and 

both are rivals of each other. Due to Feyd-Rautha's upbringing, he 

is more ruthless than Paul, and he does hate Paul. In the death combat 

situation between the two, Paul is the one with the code of honor. 

Despite a sexual relationship with Margot Lady Fenring, and some slave 

women, F~d-Rautha is a homosexual; from a ps,rchiatric perspective, 
/ 

Feyd-Rautha not only contends with his hatred for his cous~, Paul --

which was promoted and ingrained by the baron -- but he also has to 

contend with his sexual attraction for Paul as a young man. These two 

factors lead him to challenge Paul to the fatal duel following Paul's 

confrontation with Emperor Shaddam IV • Feyd-Rautha is killed at age 
'-' 

nineteen by his cousin Paul, himself a youth, and thus ends the life 

of an abused and abusing character Who never had the opportunity to 

develop code of honor in combat or learn to live a moral existence in 
j 

keeping with such a code, which Herbert reveals., vfuereas it is Duncan 

Idaho and Gurney Halleck who tra,in Paul in the ways of the warrior, it 

is the mentat Thufir Hawat who acts as Pault s mentor. One of the most 

moving scenes in the novel concerns the death of Hawat. After serv;i.ng 

loyally and faithfully the Atreides' family for three generations, Hawat 

refuses to murder Paul and dies rather than follow the Emperor's directives 

The novel concludes with Paul talking with his mother, Jessica, and his 

royal concubine, Chani. ~, as the first novel in the series, sets 

the tone for the arabesque novels which follow in the cycle. The 

outsider ~. the insider intrigue will continue unabated in the conflict 

over power and which house will achieve total power. 

In Dune Messiah (1969), the chronicles continue with Paul Muad'dib, 

and his sister Alia who is born into the world fully cognitive of all the 
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knowledge and memories of Lady Jessica Rarkonnen, the mother of both 

children. After having exiled Emperor Shaddam IV to the prison planet, 

Salusa Secundus, and having taken the Emperor's daughter, Princess Irulan, 

as his wife, along with the CROAM holdings as part of the spoils of war, 

Paul now finds he is the ruler of Arrakis. Paul nmst act as an 'instrument 

of predestination to secure the destiqy of both Arrakis and the Fremen. 

Paul has become the Hessiah .of DWle. Twelve years have elasped, and 
/' 

Chani has failed to produce an heir for Paul; Irulan has secretly been , 

administering a contraceptive to Chani, seeking to force Paul to have a 

child by her so that she might become the fOWlding mother of a royal dynasty. 

During these years, Paul has not had sexual intercourse with lrulan but 

remains devoted to Chani, who calls Paul by his Fremen name of Usul. 

Chani, as a Herbert character creation, is a woman of intelligence 
" 

and passion and a true equal to Pa~; s~e has a pragmatic approach to 

living life and is one of Herbert's most memorable female creations. She 

is the daughter of Liet-Kynes, the Imperial PlJnetologist, and Falra of 

the Sietch Tabr; her godfather is Ben Fifrawi Stilgar. At one time, 
~"" 

Chani had been considered as a possible Reverend Mother through the Water 

of Life ceremony; Lady Jessica came to fill the role instead. Through a 

spice orgy - the touching of minds - Chani becomes one with Paul. Chani 

is seen as the perfect mate for Paul, and through Fremen ways, she does 

give birth to the royal twins, Leto and Ghanima but dies in the process. 

Having w.i tnessed Chani' s courage, and guilty for her part in the death, 

Princess Irulan realizes her own lack of code of honor; Irulan defects 

to Paul's side in the conflict for power on Arrakis, eventually becoming 

one of the adults responsible for the twins. The relationship between 

the two women is one of contrasts, conflicting desires, and differences. 

Each seeks to displace the other and lrulan bas more training in intrigue. 
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Leto, who becomes Leto II, and his sister Ghanima will become major 

characters as the Dune cycle unfolds·. 

The plot of Dune Nessiah opens with a plot to poison Paul in a 

psychic manner so that his leadership will be displaced; it must be done 

in such a fashion so that Paul does not become a martyr. Characters in 

this intrigue are Scytale the Tleilaxu Face Dancer, Princess Irulan, and 

the Reverend MOther of the.Bene Gesserit on Wallach IX known as Gaius 
/' 

Helen MohiamJ also invovled in this conspiracy is Edric, a Guild envoy. , 

The Fremen's Mahdi, Paul Muad'dib, must be stopped and power given to 

others who have different plans for the world of Dune. To this purpose, 

the conspirators plan to utilize the slain swordsman of Ginaz, Duncan 

Idaho, who died in the service of Paul during the struggle against 

Emperor Shaddam IV. Through the axolotl tank process, Idaho will become 
..... 

a Tleilaxu ghola. This is". a complef situation and involves many intricate 

factors to carry it through to success. The face dancers are entertainers 

and spies from the planet Tleilax; they have th~ ability to duplicate 

personalities and physical forms of others in perfect detail; from a technical ---. 
Viewpoint, the,r are the shape-shifters found throughout humankind's mYth 

structure, those beings able to change shape at will, and a primitive 

example would be the traditional werewolf. Much later, during the time 

of Leto II, the face dancers will decline and fall into disgrace. Scytale 

is predestined to become one of the most famous of all face dancers. A 

ghola is a human duplicate; produced by the Bene Tleilax, the human duplicate 

is a reminder of a loved one previously killed or dead, in all respects, 

and the plan to duplicate Idaho also carries with it the directive to 

create a psychic conflict between Idaho's loyalty to Paul Atreides and 

his assassin conditioning thus leading to the death of Paul when it is 

commanded by Bijaz. The axolotl tank process, devised by the Tleilax.u, 

is essential~ an artificial womb based on genetic research and development. 
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These tanks, or vats, create different beings to meet different specifications, 

such as mentats (a human computer who followed unquestioning acceptance 

of otherls directions and orders; in the technological society of the Bene 

Tleilax, this was twisted to meet their goal goals), Guild, sexual slaves, ghola 

face dancers, among others. Over a period of time, the process becomes 

improved and the social genetic engineering aspects shift to rapid cloning 

and other related techniques. 
/ 

As the plot progresses, the first ghola of Idaho is given as a gift , 

to Paul from the Spacing Guild by Edric and is called Duncan-Hayt Idaho. 

This ghola has been educated as a Zensunni philosopher and mentat and has 

no memory of his past existence; his role, of course, is to destr~ the 

young ruler, Paul, and reflects the intrigue and conspiracy of the Spacing 

Guild, the Bene Tleilax and the Bene Gesserit who fear Paull s power since 
" 

he controls the melange suppl\Y whic~ supplies all planets. Unknown to 

the conspirators, the new Idaho becomes more like the old Idaho. Idaho 

evolves beyond what his old self was capable of / achieving, and even in 

his responses to Alia and Paul~, it is evident that Idaho has become much 

more than even his old self could conceive of. He encounters a trauma 

and becomes a new being" slaying Bijaz and establiShing his true loyalty 

to Paul; this new ghola marries Alia and starts on a new road towards 

awareness that marks a further evolution from his memories as Duncan 

Idaho and as HSi'{t. Paul becomes both a god and a man to him. Throughout 

the ~ cycle, Idaho will reappear in the service of the A treides and 

undergo further Ihola transformations as he continues his predestined 

role which is to remain the protector of the Atreides. The novel concludes 

with the safety of the twins assured" the true conspirators unmasked, and 

the death of Scytale.;. Paul" blinded in the assassination attempji, follOW's· 

the Fremen wq aDd disappears into the desert to follow his destiIw. 

In Children of Dune (1916), the cycle continues with the theme of 
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evolution of man into super beingo In this novel the desert planet Dune 

is becoming green, and the spice is abundant. The t"Wins, Leto II and 

Ghanima, are being developed as messiahs since they possess their father's 

powers, but there are factions who believe such a direction for the 

twins should be stopped at all costs. As seen in the previous novel of 

the cycle, Paul, blinded by a stoneburner explosion, follows the Fremen 

way and disappears into the desert not long after the birth of his 

children; this has left Paul's sister, Alia, to rule until Leto II {s 
, 

able to assume rule. Princess Irulan attends to the education of the 

twins, and she acts in a supporting role as their protectoress. Despite 

rumors which are false, Irulan will live out her life as the Virgin Queen. 

She will be remembered as a historian and authoress of such works as The 

Dunebuk of Irulan, and "Saint Alia of the Knife. It Caught up in the intrigue 
" 

over power, her lqyalty and code o~ honor is to the twins, and the Atreides. 

At this time, Lady Jessica returns to Dune from Caladan; she is 

aware of the dangerous situation concerning th~ role of her daughter, Alia; 

she arrives in full possession of her Amazonian abilities which she first ----,. 

became aware of following the murder of her husband, Duke Leto I Atreides, 

also known as the "Red Dukelt which referred to his Chevalier's Title. 

Alia both hates and loves her mother, Lady Jessica, and her mother's 

arrival causes her concern because she lacks the prescient visions her 

brother Paul was capable of having. Unlike Paul, Alia's visions and 

powers are limited in scope and dimension. 

Lady Alia Atreides, also known as "Saint Alia of the Knife," is 

credited as a divine huntress who could not be deceived and destined to 

seek out the faithless. After her brother Paul's disappearance into the 

desert, she is named regent for the twins; she seeks out those still living 

,!ho led:~e ·destructi~ness ·and:.pUta to death .those )mo conspired again.q.£Paul 
"'- " . ...,~- - ...... - -
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with the exception of Princess Irulan. She does mar~ the first ghola 

of Duncan Idaho in the capital city of Arrakeen on Dune. As time passes" 

and the twins grow, Alia becomes less representative of the Atreides codes 

and more self-protective of her own interests. Leto II, seeking to avoid 

the spice trap" seeks wisdom and comprehension in the desert; caught in a 

a sandstorm in search of his father, he sends himself into a dormancy 

trance, letting his awareness Slip into~. Later, he encounters other 
/' 

situations, including the confrontation with MUriz and the sandtrout , 

experience. During this time, Jessica becomes a captive of the House 

Corrino, and believing Leto II having been slain by a Laza tiger" Alia 

arranges for an engagement between Ghanima and Farad'n Corrino. This 

union will allow Alia to have tight control over Ghanima and enable her 

to expand power within the Imperium; as,Regent of Dune" Alia seeks to 

consolidate .her power wherever poss;ible. Leto II" through the sandtrout 

experience" has started a transformation that will take place in the 

future. He does locate his father" Paul, who ls known as The Preacher; 

in an evening together for discussion" Leto II calls his father the 

fil-haquisa (The RealitsY) and says his father is Abu Dhur (Father of the 

Indefinite Roads of Time).. While Leto II is with his father, Stilgar 

kills Duncan Idaho and escapes into the desert with Ghanirna and Irulan; 

Alia captures them, placing Irulan and Stilgar in her dungeons and 

manipulates Ghanima so that her plans will succeed. 

Leto II is an adult in a child's body. He and his father return to 

Arrakeen where his father addresses the people in his role as The Preacher; 

he accuses Alia as a blasphemy, and during the bloody riot that ensues, 

The Preacher'aka Paul Atreides: aka MUad'Dib is killed. Leto II confronts - -
Alia and overpowers her in combat; rather than face the Fremen Trial of 

Possession she takes her own life. Leto II becomes ruler of the planet 

and tells of his immediate plans" which include Faradtn;. it is now time 
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to start a new beginning of enlightenment, and Leto II will lead it as 

he moves towards transformation into a sandworm of DWle. Leto II now 

follows his predestined path to become the God Emperor of Dune. An 

interesting aspect of this novel, like the other works in the Dune cycle, 

is Frank Herbert's subtle use of societal masks for a character to 

put on to meet the requirements of each confrontation. The literary 

theme of masques was a form of entertainment prevalent among English 
/ 

aristocraa,y during the 16th and 17th centuries, found in ~uch works as 

''The Masque of Beauty" by Ben Jonson (1573 - 1637) and "The Knight of 

the Burning Pestle" by Francis Beaumont (1584 - 1616), and also the novel 

Peg WOffington written by Charles Reade (1814 - 1884). Societal mask 

and societal role are often linked in a schizoid fashion, for without 

the individual having ease to change ~ks and roles at any given moment 

in time, he or she rosy perish. 0Il9\ mask and one .ro1e cannot apply to 

every situation; different situations require different transformations in 
j 

the mask and role. During the interaction process between the Herbert 

characters, the sociological 4mplications of societal masking are revealed, 

and given the intrigue and conflict over power found in the ~ cycle, 

such a masking procedure is essential to continued survival. 

What Leto II sets out to achieve is found in God Emperor of Dune (1981). 

As the a,ycle develops, each novel builds on what went on before to achieve 

a continuity that is unequaled in twentieth century literature. The only 

other creation of a literary nature that even comes close to Frank Herbert's 

monumental work is J. R. R. Tolkien's epic fantasy, The Lord of the Rings. 

Whereas Paul Muad'Dib can be visualized as a creative blending of 

the biblical figures of Solomon, Paul, Peter, and James imbued with a Zen 

Master's philosophical concepts interlaced with teachings from the Koran 

and Eastern relgions, his son, Leto II goes beyond this into the true 

realm of superman, or more specifically, super being. As Paul begins 
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and ends his life as a human with unusual powers, his son Leto II evolves 

into something greater than the sum of his father's heritage. 

At the start of God Emperor of Dune (1981), the reader is given insight 

into Leto II's background through his writings. He states his family 

heritage, saying that the Atreides are descended from the House of Atreus 

which traces its ancestry back to the Greek original. In discussing 

what is known as the Golden Path, Leto II says it is the survival of 
/ 

humankind, and it is the responsibilit.1 of those who share or have 

prescience, to assume the responsibility for the survival. Arrakis 

is no longer a desert world but green, except for Leto IIts desert area 

called the Sareer; the sanclworms no longer roam free to produce spice, and he 

uses this spice as a method of ensuring peace in the nrultigalactic Empire 

during his three-thousand-year rule. He has hoarded the supply, and his 
" 

subjects are dependent upon him to \distribute it; by keeping peace, they 

receive it. Leto II has evolved towards the form of' a sandworm except for 

his face; he is testing Siona Ibn Fuad al-Seye~a A.treides who has sworn ~ 

to destra,r him. Leto II has control over the creatures known as D-wolves, 
~, 

a carnivorous animal that guards his Citadel in the Forbidden Forest; the 

Fish Speakers, his female warriors, also serve as protectors. During 

the transformation changes, he is known as two separate beings: Leto 

the Emperor and The Worm Who Is God. He has killed nine Duncan Idahos, 

the reader is told b.1 Siona in a conversation with her father, Moneo. 

Leto II t s sister, Ghanima" has long since died and passed into history. 

Siona. and her fellow rebels want to overthrow Leto II, but it is not 

possible yet. During a conversation with a new Duncan Idaho, Leto II 

tells him he has been in power for.. tPirty-fi ve hundred years, and he 

intends to guide humankind along the Golden Path as long as he is able. 

As the new Idaho Duncan assumes command of the Fish Speakers, he comes to 

know Leto II's majordomo, Moneo Ibn FUad AI-Lichna Atreides, and is told 
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As the novel progresses, Leto II continues his recording of history 

and events; intrigue' continues to build as the rebels seek to destroy 

hL'll and displace his absolute rule. Leto II plans marriage to Hwi Noree, 

the lxian Ambassador; lonely, he sees in her a nonsexual role as a mate 

who shares some of his views, but Idaho sees this as something that 

should not take place and despite warnings forms a sexual bond with 

Hwi Noree much to Leto Ills displeasure. Leto II takes Siona with him 
/ 

into the desert so that she might comprehend her destiny ¥ld understand 

the Golden Path; this test awakens in her new meanings for existence, 

and she overcomes the threat of death. Siona returns altered in her 

outlook, but remains strong in her feelings against Leto II. Towards 

the end of the novel, there is a poignant scene between Noree and 
--

Leto II; later, during a successful att~pt against the Emperor, she 

becomes a victim and dies. Neari~ \ death, Leto II reveals to Siona 

her role; she is part of his plan to create a new biological imitation, 

a ~ Atreides line. Leto II dies, and Siona a~ the new Atreides accomp~ed 
by Duncan Idaho, leave the c..a..ve together and walk into the light. Leto II, 

like Sio~a and Duncan Idaho, are predestined to walk the Golden Path. With 

Leto II's passing, it now becomes Sional s turn to follow her desti:ny. 

This novel illustrates that absolute power and rule is a lonely life, 

and through the life of Leto II is revealed what sacrifices a true leader 

must make for his people to ensure their continued survival. Leto II did 

give his empire peace, and he did eliminate war; despite this, there were 

those who resented his ways and rule. Herbert also makes some philosophical 

comments on the evils and futj.llty of the military mind and the military 

approach; throughout his writing, it is seen that Herbert has little use 

for the military and the military mentality. To Herbert, the military 

mentality and those leaders who honor that mentality are an abomination 

and obstacle to true peace; with true peace and shared responsibility 
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for its survival, the military becomes unmasked for what it real1¥ is 

a prehistoric beast whose sole function and reason for existence is 

war and the perpetual fighting of wars. With peace, this prehistoric 

unreasoning monster has no reason to exist and faces extinction like 

a dinosaur which has outlived its times. In reading the writings of 

Frank Herbert, these subtle feelings are found, as is Herbert's 

distrust of the military mentality and the evils it is capable o~ 
/ 

inflicting on humankind in the guise of order and stabili tr. The 

military is the strong arm of government interference in a citizen1 s life, 

and it needs little excuse to flex its IInlscles and pummel freedoms. into 

the dust. In the boxing ring of existence, the military is the pugilist 

for aqy government to utilize against its own citizens, if need be, 

whether in an internal or external crisis situation. Leto II was very 
" 

aware of this" and so was Siona and \ Duncan Idaho. Because each charact~r 

haa a code of honor and high degree of individuality, each is able to 

avoid absorption into the military mentality 'While a.t the same time . 

existing alongside it; each i~fully capable of manipulating the military 

mentalit~ to fit his or her own needs when such an action is demanded. 

Herbert also applies his idea to religious fana.ticism and hero worship 

as well" for each in its own way shares common ground with the military 

mentality. Whether it is religious fanaticism, hero worship" or military 

mentality" each can lead to the destruction of harmony, balance" and peace. 

With the publication of Heretics of Dune (1984)" the Dune cycle is 

finished, paving the way for the start of the Second ~ cycle with the 

Chapterhouse: Dune. As the last novel in the first Dune cycle, Heretics 

of Dune is an intricate summing up. In this novel" the planet known as 

Arrakis, or Dune, is now called Rakis; it is becoming once again a desert, 

and the sandworms are dying; saveral thousand.. years have. elasped< sinc·e-Leto n 

ruled Arrakis as the God Emperor of Dune. 
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As the novel opens,- the Bene Gesserit are attempting to create a 

ghola of Duncan Idaho to fit their own needs. They are also interested 

in a female child called Sheeana Brugh; this child lives on Rakis and 

can control the sandworms. Darwi Odrade of the Bene Gesserit, becomes a 

leading character ear~ in the novel; she has Atreides heritage and is 

a friend of Reverend Mother Superior Alma Mavis T araza. They share two 

nicknames between them, which reflects a friendship between them: Dar and Tar. 
/ 

Miles Teg serves as the weapons-master to the ghola of Idaho, and his duty , 

will be to give the child a military education and awaken his original 

memories at the proper time. These are a;. few of the characters that 

open the book; the plan is to breed Sheeana Brugh with Idaho Duncan. An 

interesting idea is explored: A child that is ~ reared by his true 

parents will grow up to love those who reared him and loved him; at best, 
" 

the genetic parents ~an expect acknFledgement and friendship, but the 

genuine love will remain for the foster parents. An example would be 

a child reared by an uncle; later, the real father comes late onto the 

scene, but the love of the child remains with the uncle and the child, ---,. 

now an a~ult, can only offer a sense of friendship and acknowledgement; 

the same example could be used for a child reared by a grandmother rather 

than the real mother. The memory or love for the foster parent, or figure, 

has alreaqy been predestined and its fate sealed to those who nourished 

the young child and were present in the upbringing process. This foster 

parent or friend need not be related to the child to achieve this effect; 

it is the genuine caring in the ear~ stages that establishes memories. 

This relationship will develop between the ghola, Duncan Idaho, and Miles 

Teg who has a resemblance to Leto Atreides the father of Paul and the 

grandfather of Leto II in his heritage. Teg will become Idaho I s protector. 

As in the previous novels in this first cycle, intrigue is prevalent, 
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and conflict over pOt-Ter accompanies it. This is readily seen in Tylwyth Waff' s 

pI ans, the Mahai and Master of Masters on Tleilax; he is clever, and he 

is a master manipulator. The belief is widespread that Leto II passed on 

his essence to the sandtvorms at death, but why remains the question, and 

even in jlThe Hetamorphosis of Leto IT; 10,OOOth Anniversary Perorationll 

by Gaus Andaud, the only fact known for sure is that the Emperor became 

a sandworm. Leto II continues to enthrall and fascinate the inhabitants 
/ 

of Rakis long after his demise, his overall design a JTJYStery to everyone. 

An attack is made against Idaho, but he is saved by Lucilla and 

Teg. Taraza seeks to negotiate with Waff, and learns his beliefs are 

of Zensunni and Sufi; an alliance .between Sisterhood and Tleilaxu is 
, 

arranged. During this time, the reader becomes aware of what is referred 
--

to as The Scattering -- a time foll~ Leto II's death during vtlich 

people set off in pursuit of freedom in the guise of expansion, forced 

to do this by a fear of death and stagnation. Space crafts were utilized, and 
j 

the people set off on a new journey and new pursuits throughout the Empire. 

Darwi Odrade has taken ove:.t." training and security of Sheeana in 

the city. of Keen which was once called Arrakeen, and while the intrigue 

continues to expand and touch upon everyboqy, it remains her sole 

responsibili ty to be protectoress to the young Sheeana. During this time, 

she must also contend with Hedley Tuek, High Priest and titular ruler of 

Rakis; during a conversation between the two, Tuek maintains that the 1-IOrship 

involving the sandworm is the true religion, and Odrade counters that with 

the returning people of the scattering, other religious and philosophical 

perspectives must be taken into account, not just the Ho1¥ Church of the 

Di vided God (Leto II as God. Emperor in the body of a sandworm). Following 

this, Waff attempts to kill both but only succeeds in killing Tuek, and 

he becomes a prisoner of Odrade; they become forced allies in an effort 
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to save and secure the survival of the Bene Gesserit and the Bene 'lleilax 

against the heresy of the Scattered Ones. During this intrigue, T eg 

brings full memories back to Duncan Idaho of -his past lives through a 

questioning ritual, and Lucilla. Later, Idaho learns Teg is a genuine 

descendant of Ghanima Atreides. They realize they have become pawns in 

a deadly gameJ but for what purpose they do not know. Their roles are 

presdestined as are their chOices; they are agents of a greater purpose. 
/ 

SheeanaJ Odrade J and Waff are taken on the back of a ,sandworm to 
I 

Sietch T abr which was Stilgar I s place during the time of Huad I dib; there, 

Odrade explores, hoping to understand why the sandworm has brought them 

to this place. She discovers the word, Arafel, which translates as "the 

cloud darkness at the end of the universe; It this is Leto II I s ho~ 

judgment. She discovers messages left b~hind by Leto II, and they are 

written in the language of IsJ.a:miya, and Chakobsa. The message is for 

the Bene Gesserit to join the Emperor in .fulfilling the Golden Path. 

During flight, Lucilla engages Sirafa in c~nversation, and the statement 

is made that sex for pleasure ~. the enemy of religion -- ther~ is no 

substitu~e for holy joy. This is a subtle theme in Frank Herbert's work, 

and this particular scene is important in the novel. To ensure control, 

a religion must instill guiltJ and one manner in which to do this is to 

make sexuality and sensuality sinful and guilt-inducing, thus establishing 

the framework of separation of sex from required procreation with the 

emphasis on anything of the nesh being evil and only in the afterlife is 

true joy found without guilt. Other thoughts on this are examined in the 

dialog between the two women; there is also mentioned of the Honored Y.!B.tres. 

To Herbert's viewpoint, the sin is to separate sexuality and sensuality 

from the act of sexual intercourse reducing the act to nothing more than 

a physical activity without true bonding and love involved. This idea 

finds expression in various ways throughout the ~ cycle. 
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"" Following an intensely erotic scene in which Duncan Idaho has 

sexual intercourse with I1urbella, Great Honored Matre, it is revealed 

that this Idaho ghola is much more than he seems, and Murbella does 

not have the will to kill him, for he is in control of the situation 

and her as well. As the novel moves towards its conclusion, a dial'og 

between Sheeana -- who has joined the Sisterhood of the Bene Gesserit and 

ia undergoing sexual training with males -- and Odrade reveals that 
/ 

Leto Ills Golden Path also includes a vision of sexual fo~ces at work, 

and these sexual forces recreate humankind in an endless, eternal manner. 

She tells the young Sheeana that the Honored Matre carry within themselves 

their own seeds of destruction, for they use this sexual force to control 

their worlds rather than create. Love,' bonding, sensuaJity, and sexuality 

nru.st flow together with the act of sexu~ intercourse to achieve harmorv, 

balance, and peace, and make the ~on whole; procreation without this 

intent is an abomination. T eg, separated from the other characters through 

capture, undergoes a new phase of development,; lhi~ transformation turns -him into a 

terrible swift sword o:f destI'U..Qtion against the Honored Natre; he single

handed~ massacres many of them then escapes again to fulfill his destirv. 

Teg, along with Lucilla, Sheeana, and Odrade capture a ship, and prepare 

to transport a sandworm to the Bene Gesserit Chapterhouse on Wallach lX, 

the home planet of the Bene Gesserit. With Tarazal s death, Odrade assumes 

her memories. Teg remains on Rakis to fight the Honored Matres, allowing 

them to escape; Duncan Idaho and'Murbella, pregnant by the ghola Idaho, are 

taken together with the sandworm to the Bene Gesserit home planet. Miles 

Teg is revealed as Odradels father, and the mysterious legacy left behind 

by Leto II continues as the sandworm 'arrives safely at its new home. 

The Bene Gesserit have noble purpose, and the journey on the Golden 

Path continues. Heretics of Dune completes the first Dune cycle. 


